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Roots
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EcoRegions and Greenness to 30X30
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Fig. 2. Maps of the nine global biodiversity conservation priority templates: CE, crisis ecoregions (21); BH, biodiversity hot 

spots [(11), updated by (39)]; EBA, endemic bird areas (15); CPD, centers of plant diversity (12); MC, megadiversity 

countries (13); G200, global 200 ecoregions [(16), updated by (54)]; HBWA, high-biodiversity wilderness areas (14); FF, 

frontier forests (19); LW, last of the wild (20).     [Brooks, T. et al. in Science (2006) 313:58 – 61] David Obura et al. Science 373:746-748 (2021)



Growing Remote Sensing Biologists?

• Many paths but I’ve noticed 2 are prominent

– Physicists with an optics bent captured by biology

– Biologists with a biogeographic bent captured by optics (or 

perhaps just suffering through optics)

• Tough road: Physics is hard for most biologists!

• And Optics is hard physics!

• Bottom line: we all have to deal with the interactions of light and life

• Blame it on our primate ancestors for being so darn visual in their 

approach to understanding the world around them 

• Perhaps sounds, smells, tastes, or even textures would have worked 

better for us in understanding but light dominates for now

• But don’t feel too bad: even physicists don’t truly understand light

• Is it fundamentally a particle or a wave?  Answer: Yes
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(!Original: NekoJaNekoJaVector: Johannes Kalliauer, CC BY-SA 4.0 <https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0>, via 

Wikimedia Commons)



Remember Your First Box of Crayons?
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Dan Goldin’s Box of

Crayons

However, in most cases, if one knows the 

spectrum, there is no need to take integrated 

measurements, since one can easily integrate the 

data later. Indeed, although they can’t convert 

radiance to irradiance, spectra are a central 

clearinghouse that can be converted into almost 

every other light measurement. In fact, the 

benefits of spectral measurements so far 

outweigh the costs that the best purchase for 

anyone measuring light is a spectroradiometer.

The Optics of Life Sonke Johnsen
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Age of Discovery Science!
(How Blessed We Are!)

Joseph Mallord William Turner (23 April 1775 – 19 December 1851) 

Source: Wikipedia
The Fighting Temeraire Source: Wikipedia



Thank You


